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‘BABY CALM DOWN’‘BABY CALM DOWN’
It is 2023 and listeners are still unable to
keep calm when they listen to ‘Baby
Calm Down’. This amazinggroovy track by
Rema has created a sensation in the
music scene that spread over the world.
This catchysingle was released by
Nigerian singer Rema back on 11
February 2022, appearing on his debut
studioalbum ‘Rave &amp; Roses’. The
track garnered a lot of attention in Africa
as well as from around the globemaking
it the chart-topper. With its worldwide
success, the track was also released with
a remix version on25 August 2022, that
featured Selena Gomez. The remixed
version again broke many records and
garneredover 515 million views on
YouTube. The track ranked no.1 on both
the Billboard Global Excl. US charts and
the Billboard US Afrobeats Songs aswell
as no.3 on the Global 200 chart. Marking
Rema&#39;s first top-ten hit and Selena
Gomez’s ninth, the trackalso ranked third
on the US Billboard Hot 100. Quite
evidently, the original version and the
remixed version,both didn’t fail to make
the listeners groove. Featuring the breezy
beats of Afro-music along with
catchylyrics, made offered this track is a
quick entry to every listener’s playlist.

Listeners can’t keep calm even if Rema & Selena asksListeners can’t keep calm even if Rema & Selena asks
‘Baby Calm Down’‘Baby Calm Down’
‘Baby CalmDown’ along with a remix with Selena Gomez that broke all
records.
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Music Review
‘Take Two’ has been
released by the K-Pop band
BTS. Army has been waiting
for this gift for a long time
and it has shaken the
listeners to their core.

The Korean pop band, BTS
has come once again with
their latest soundtrack
‘Take Two’. The band made
their comeback nearly after
one year and the Army was
waiting for it for a long
time. Their last work
together was the album
‘Proof’, which was released
on the 10th of June 2022.
The band took a break from
working together for some
time and now they are
reuniting together to create
some magnificent songs
like ‘Take Two’.

Army was eagerly waiting
to see Jin, Suga, J-Hope,
RM, Jimin, V, and Jungkook
together. Now, this band
has dropped this
soundtrack on the occasion
of their 10th anniversary.
That is why, Big Hit Music
has announced the release
of the song by saying ‘All
seven members
participated in Take Two.
The song conveys their
appreciation toward ARMY
for all the love you shower
them with and their desire
to always be together with
you’.

Even before releasing the
song, it secured the highest
position in Billboard’s Hot
Trending Songs chart. But
as the song has been
released for the listeners it
is creating a huge buzz

4.9/5
By Daily Music Roll

BTS HAS MADE THEIR
COMEBACK WITH THE
LATEST SOUNDTRACK

‘TAKE TWO’

         

among all of their listeners.
With this soundtrack, BTS
has topped the Billboard
Hot Trending Songs chart
for the fourth time. They
dropped the song just 2
weeks before their event at
Yeouido, Seoul. It will be a
public show, which they
have organized for their 10-
year anniversary.

In this short time span, this
song has really captivated
the listeners. In ‘Take Two’
Jungkook starts the vocal
then Jimin takes it over.
Their flawless vocal skill
and enigmatic lyricism have
won everyone’s hearts. The
song has surely amazed
everyone but its lyrics
shook the listeners.

Here they have sang that
‘Oh we young forever, the
desert too becomes the sea
now and we swim forever,
the lonely whale is also now
singing together. Cause
we’re together, I’m not
afraid to wish for eternity
too. Cause you’re my belief
and the one and only
reason.’

This heart-touching write-
up has mesmerized
everyone in all aspects.  It
has been recorded before
Jin and J-Hope left for their
military training. And it is a
perfect gift for all the Army.
All of them are showing
their love for the song, and
it is growing more with
each passing moment. Now
their fans are eagerly
waiting for the performance
as they are coming onto the
stage after a long time.
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Music Review
Scorching rap and a darker
aesthetic, which other rap
girlie is doing it like Doja
Cat? Her latest single,
'Attention' is out now,
marking the start of a new
era.

After her Grammy-winning
and chart-topping album
'Planet Her,' everyone
expected Doja Cat to
maintain the pop-rap
aesthetic for her next
album as well. But if there
is one thing that people
should learn about the 'Say
So' singer, is that she is
unpredictable and a bit
weird. But, hey that is what
makes Doja Cat, Doja Cat!
Imagine opening your rap
verse with "Look at me,
look at me/ You lookin?",
this is exactly what you will
hear in this new song that
just dropped today. Her
newest single 'Attention' is
finally out and well, it is
undoubtedly grabbing a lot
of attention. A darker, more
brutal, and absolutely
unapologetic Doja Cat
appears in the song like the
talented artist she is and it
delivered!

The single arrived with a
music video as well, putting
an eerie addition to the
fame of the vibe and track.
Since 1998, this is the first
time the world does not
have a rap no. 1 hit for
more than a month and
Doja is here to acclaim her
throne again. The artist has
gone for a less commercial
sound this time, which
might be a disappointment
for her 'Planet Her' fans, but
this is the perfect direction

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

Doja Cat's Newest Single
'Attention' Is a Form of

Rebellion in the Best Possible
Way

         

for her career needed to go
as a serious rapper. The
'Woman' singer announced
the arrival of her newest
single on Twitter earlier
this week with the release
date along with the cover
art which features a bloody,
upside-down letter 'A',
calling it a placeholder. The
era has been hinted at by
the artist for a long time
now, with the look change
and additional tattoos.

The nocturnal vibes that
the music presents in
'Attention' is an absolute
grower and it will make
people take female rap and
hip-hop seriously again.
Her rap verses are what give
the song a genuine vibe
that talks about her journey
with fame and comparison
to her peers in the industry.
At one time sheeven
mentions Nicky Minaj,
where she says "Why she
think she Nicki M? She
think she hot shit" / Huh, I
never gave a F, go stir the
pot, bitch". Since the
beginning of her hit career,
the industry has been
comparing her to Nicky
Minaj, and this verse right
here is a perfect blow to
their faces.

Doja has been working on a
full-length album as well
which supposedly
maintains the same vibe
and aesthetic so we can
really expect some darker
sound and more
controversial rap verses
from the 'Kiss Me More'
singer.
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Artist Spotlight

GROOVE ALONG THE DIGITAL BEATS AND
UPBEAT MUSIC IN THE LATEST SINGLE ‘I AM

YOUR DJ’ BY BKLYN DICTATOR™
One of the most popular musical genres that rose to popularity in
the past few decades is electronic music. Part of the reason why it
has become so popular in the world is its innovation. There are a
lot of chances to play with the beats, drums, guitars, and other
instruments. However, not everyone can do that effortlessly and
make any track so enjoyable that you are bound to come to the
dance floor. Electronic music sensation Bklyn Dictator™ is one
such artist who has helped make a bridge between the genre and
people enjoying the tracks. His recent release ‘I AM YOUR DJ’ is a
musical creation that is perfect for nightclubs and house parties.

Growing up in the '80s the artist has always been surrounded by
music. He was born in the prime of when electronic music started

 to rise in popularity. Since his childhood, his
promising talent was deeply connected to music
and it is his passion that led him to make and
produce music later on. One of the most in-
demand nightclub owners/investors and festival
director Mark Campbell has said the artist is a
sonic storyteller who is very well capable of
creating moods that dictate nightlife. His
passion for music helped him realize his talent
and led him to work hard to reach where he is
today. Bklyn Dictator™  journey of producing
music started in the '90s. Some of his musical
influences include Chicago House Music, James
Brown, The Yardbirds, Marvin Gaye, Depeche
Mode, Gary Numan, Led Zeppelin, and many
more.

He came into the music scene very early when
he started producing in the '90s. He has released
several independent projects throughout the
2010s. Some of his earlier production credits
include Dr. Dre, 50 Cent, Alecia Keys, Papoose,
Busta Rhymes, Large Professor, Nas, Onyx,
Mobb Deep, etc. Now he is more focused on
electronic and house genres and extends his
artistic creativity by exploring different EDM
genres. His previous single 'Pole Position' was
listed as one of the hot releases on Spotify and
Apple Music.

His latest single ‘I AM YOUR DJ’ has created
quite a frenzy since its release. The track is
everything you would expect an electronic
musical piece would be. The intense digital
beats on the track create a dynamic ambiance
for the listeners. It is as perfect for enjoying
yourselves at night as it is to dance at house
parties. Instantly elevating the moods of the
audience, the artist did an outstanding job of
crafting this enlivening musical track. You can
listen to the track on Spotify and follow him on
Instagram for more updates.
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Artist Spotlight

Roc Solo and Insterstate Snake Team Up for Their Upcoming Banger
'Remember'

Get ready for a powerful rap
experience with Roc Solo as this
rapper is all set to drop his
upcoming project. The track is
titled ‘Remember’ where Roc Solo
has joined forces with Interstate
Snake. Featuring a quirky digital
groove along with clever bars
makes this banger an exquisite
example of its well-seasoned skills,
talent, and unwavering
individuality. Produced by Takeoff
Music Group, this banger can set an
example in the new-age hip-hop
scene with a creative wave that can
captivate everyone.

Roc Solo and Interstate Snake both
are artists from Virginia who made
a buzzing presence in the hip-hop
scene within a short time frame.
The reason behind their significant
progress is nothing but hard work,
dedication, and emotion to
resonate with the mass. Roc Solo

resides in Manassas where he is
spreading his musical aura around the
world. Previously he has dropped many
bangers that proved his consistency in
his craft while bringing something new
every time. Unique bars that speak of
life along with flawless rapping skills
make it sound like poetry with beats. His
hit singles include ‘Set It Off’, ‘Play No
Fool’, ‘Heartache Drippin’, and the list
goes on.

On the other hand, Interstate Snake
resides in Woodbridge and is well
revered for his eclectic deliverance and
catchy musical projects that gained
global attention. Some of his bangers
like ‘I’m Cookin’ and ‘Afghanimal’, etc.
perfectly showcase his swanky
personality and catchy wordplay. This
artist is also renowned for his other
ventures and for reaching out to
communities. Roc Solo and Interstate
Snake working together on a musical
project are like a dream come true for

 many hip-hop lovers in Virginia
and outside as they represent their
region and country through their
music while embracing life and
incidents related to it.

As a result, ‘Remember’ is going to
be the most exciting collaborative
project of all time where two
Virginia rappers offer their united
effort to create a masterpiece. In
the track, Roc Solo has taken care
of the chorus, and the second verse
while Interstate Snake makes a
masterful initiation. The banger is
available on Spotify, offering
listeners early access.

Listen and enjoy the other bangers
by following them on Spotify and
other major music platforms. You
can also catch them on social
media for more updates.
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Artist Spotlight

Gen
Frequenz
Project Is
Going To
Drop the
Sound
Design
‘Flight Back
2 Earth’
Gen Frequenz Project also known
as Gerrald Samraj is all set to bring
a musical wave with his upcoming
soundtrack ‘Flight Back 2 Earth’.
The artist is going to drop this
enigmatic soundscape for his
listeners. This proficient music
artist is coming up with a whole
new approach. He is creating a buzz
among everyone with this song
even before its release. The concept
of it is very much different from all
the musicians and that is why
people are eagerly waiting for it to
drop. He has made this soundtrack
from his own experience in life.
Every people has a purpose in their
life and it takes time to realize. In
this song, the artist has talked
about this important aspect. As he
came back from a critical accident,
he started thinking about his
purpose in life. This artist thinks
that maybe there is some
unfulfilled thing that has brought
him back to life.

And that is what he is trying to
portray through this soundtrack.
With this song, he is trying to find
the answer to this question. This
proficient DJ and composer has
taken the initiative to create
something very new that no one
has experienced before. While
making this track, he has reached
out to many talented artists who
can contribute their bit to create
something phenomenal. In this
song, listeners get to hear the
work of fellow musicians like
Donia Anis who has sung in
Arabic, King David in French rap,
IB delight in saxophone, Waqas
Ali Waqy on flute, and Arjun
Menon on the guitar. He has
accumulated these talented
musicians from all around the
world to create something

magical.

Currently based in New York City,
Gen Frequenz Project was born in
Saudi Arabia and raised in the
country India. That is why, he has a
diverse taste in music, which will
give a whole new look to the track.
With this song, listeners are getting
the opportunity to listen to a wide
array of music as musicians from all
around the world have come up
together to create this. ‘Flight Back 2
Earth’ is going to be released very
soon and as of now, listeners can
pre-save this track on Apple Music .
Therefore, follow this artist on this
music streaming platform to listen
to this track, along with that, follow
him on this platform and social
media site Instagram to get further
updates on this upcoming project.
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Artist Spotlight

Back with a Bang,
the American Pop
Singer TACEY Is
Spicing Things Up
With Her New
Video of ‘Cafeína’

In the international music industry,
the popularity and demand for
bilingual music are on the increase.
This means many artists are
creating their fan bases and
reaching the heights of fame with
their bilingual catalogs. The rising
musical superstar in this category
is TACEY and she intends to keep
the buzz by releasing back-to-back
hit releases. Her latest attempt, the
official music video of ‘Cafeína’ is
already gaining a lot of attention,
both for the congenial music and
stunning visuals.

One of the reasons why the artist is
becoming popular and making a
strong name for herself in the
international music industry is that
she is an all-rounder. She is as
much of a dancer as she is a singer,
a complete package that is a true
entertainer.

The rising star of the Latin
American industry has been
passionate about music since she
was a little child. Since her
childhood, it was music that she
found to be the most entertaining
and interesting. With her
developing passion for music, she
took being an artist seriously and
with hard work and immense talent
she is now capturing the attention
of thousands of fans and ruling
over their hearts. The ignition for
music and being able to perform is
what kept her motivated
throughout her oscillating mu

CARAINA

sic career that has just now begun.
As mentioned earlier, she is an
all-rounder.

Being an independent music
artist, she has shown beyond
belief talent and caliber as she
single-handedly looked after the
compositions, writings, mixings,
and singing of her musical
releases. After her official debut,
within a year, she has released five
follow-up singles with respective
music videos which is surely one
of a kind. This proves that the
young up-and-coming American
Pop singer is here for a long run, is
here to stay.

Singing in both Spanish and
English, TACEY has shown she can
sparkle in both situations and
language is surely not a barrier
when it comes to the passion of

creating music. 

Her latest drop, ‘Cafeína’ comes with
a saucy music video as well, perfectly
reflecting the spicy vibe of the
single. Lyrics like “Better stay
awake// Cause I wouldn't wanna
miss anything” showcase the
passionate love between the artist
and her muse. The musician’s voice
needs a separate room of
appreciation as it adds gravity and
frankly blows life into the lyrics.

Visually the video is stunning,
featuring the protagonist in luscious
and seductive clothing that goes
ideally with the vibe of the track.
You can watch the video on YouTube
along with her previous releases, ‘Ya
Fuiste’, ‘Otra Notificación’,
‘Conmigo’, etc. Follow her on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Spotify, SoundCloud, and TikTok. 
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Artist Spotlight

Truck
Pierce Is
Offering His
Very First
Soundtrack
‘I'm So
Blessed’

Join the musical ballad with
country musician Truck Pierce as
he has made his debut with his
latest song ‘I'm So Blessed’. The
artist is trying to reach out to the
maximum number of listeners with
this enigmatic piece of music. He is
a new artist in the industry who is
trying to create his own identity in
the country music industry with
this phenomenal sound design.
This artist has always been a little
inclined to this specific genre and
that is why he started making songs
of the same genre. This can be
really influential for other
musicians too. He is an
independent artist, who is single-
handedly managing from
composing, recording, to even
producing the tracks. His unique
way of presentation is making him
different from all the other
musicians.

Hails from Mississippi, but is
currently based in Nashville, this
artist is gaining some popularity
among everyone with his prolific
song. The well-versed writing and

 profuse music have given a
completely different outcome to
the soundscape. This artist has
the caliber of maintaining the
authenticity of country music and
that is what makes this track even
more significant for everyone.
Along with that, his flawless
deliverance isn’t leaving any room
for complaints. With this brilliant
track, he has tried to relate to his
listeners. This heartfelt creation is
generating a buzz among all the
music enthusiasts in a brief time
period. His potential of coming up
with heart-touching lyricism is
definitely worth appreciation. And
along with all this, he likes to try
out something new and for that
reason, he has come up with such
an innovative soundtrack.

Truck Pierce is making his debut

 in the music industry but it can be
said that this artist will surely make
an impact in this industry with his
more creations like this exceptional
song. It has also come to know that,
after the song ‘I'm So Blessed’, he is
working on an album, which will
have 10 soundtracks.

This artist hasn’t dropped any more
information on this album, which is
why everyone is eagerly waiting for
the album and what more he has to
offer to the listeners.

This latest track of this talented
artist is available on YouTube and
Apple Music. Hence, listeners can
hear out his songs on these
platforms. Apart from that, one can
also follow this rising star on
Facebook for more updates on his
upcoming projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Robert Rene
Ticks All the
Right Boxes to a
Sensational
Track With ‘Save
My Heart’

The talented new musician, Robert
Rene has brought an immersive
new song that sets the mood for
the weekend with his newest
release ‘Save My Heart’, which is a
part of his first album, ‘The
Trilogy’. Bringing together an array
of enchanting rhythms that lays a
firm foundation for the artist in the
music industry; the song sets the
bar high and builds anticipation for
his next releases. The song released
on May 19th, 2023 is a follow-up to
his first single ‘Nemesis’, and the
track stands as testimony to his
well-rounded dexterity as a
performer.

Born on July 31 in California,
Robert is an American dancer,
choreographer, trained singer, and
professor of dance for various
colleges in the Orange County area.
He has performed at various
musicals in the LA and Orange
County area and has worked with
Disney Entertainment both as a
performer and a choreographer. He
received his master’s degree from
UC Irvine in 2019 and found his
calling in music quite early in life.
Being a performer at heart, he
greatly emphasizes the importance
of rehearsing and then turning that
intense hard work into a sublime
and memorable performance. He is
an entertainer who loves to sing,
dance, act, and most importantly
put a smile on the faces of

SAVEMSHEAKT
ROBERTRENE*

the audience.

The artist’s passion for music has
always provided him with the
drive to record his own music, and
he finally teamed up with Gerry
Dorvil of GDK Entertainment Firm
as a writer and producer of
original music in the previous
year. Influenced by the works of
those like Janet Jackson and Paula
Abdul, Robert aims at producing
music that is fun, energetic,
contagious, and raises the
temperature in a club. The fearless
strength of his performance, his
unique and captivating vocals, and
his refreshing style of blending
pop and dance with good vibes
and amazing lyrics brings with it a
sense of timeless dance elements
against a contemporary backdrop
that makes listening to his songs

a one-of-a-kind experience. His
album “The Trilogy” was produced
by Azul Wynter, who has worked
with artists such as Post Malone,
Justin Bieber, Drake, French
Montana, and Cardi B, will premiere
in 2023.

In ‘Save My Heart’, Robert Rene
dives deep into EDM, creating an
infectious soundscape of a club vibe
and catchy hooks that bring an
alluring outpour of verses where
people’s wants and intentions are
expressed. The eclectic sound design
stands firm on the strength of
songwriting that gets listeners
vibing on the dancefloor. Check out
the song on Spotify, along with
Apple Music and his website. Follow
him on Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, and his YouTube channel for
more major updates.
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Artist Spotlight

Dizzle723 is Spreading His Charm with the Track 'SO HEARTLESS'

Proficient artist Daren Robinson,
widely known as Dizzle723 is
mesmerizing everyone with his
outstanding music. This artist is
reaching out to global listeners by
creating a bunch of diverse
soundscapes. His unique way of
presentation has made him
different from all the other
musicians and that is what helped
him to garner a maximum number
of listeners. The upbeat music and
thematic tune have added a whole
new flavor to his creation. Along
with that, his magnificent way of
raping has churned out the true
essence of the hip-hop genre.
Along with being a singer, he is a
songwriter too, and this way he is
showcasing his creative charm
among everyone.

Hails from Compton, United States,
this artist is recently accumulating
a lot of ears from all around the
world with the track ‘SO

 HEARTLESS’ featuring Big Prod &
DonTwon. The well-versed lyricism and
attractive music have given a completely
unique outlook. With this diverse
musical approach, he is reaching out to
more listeners and creating a solid
fanbase. Along with all this, his unique
way of presentation has also made the
soundtrack catchy for all music
enthusiasts. Hip-hop is one of the most
popular music genres and he is
flourishing even more with his brilliant
approach. Along with creating this
hooky track, he has also given a music
video of it too. The music video of it is
quite different from his previous
creation. And with this video, he tried to
cater to something very new that
audiences have never experienced
before. It can be said that he has
definitely succeeded in it.

Dizzle723 is expanding his reach with
every new song and he is establishing
himself in the industry at a slow and

 steady pace. His contribution to
the hip-hop music industry is really
appreciated by everyone.
Previously, this immensely talented
artist has given many sound
designs. Some of his praiseworthy
creations apart from ‘SO
HEARTLESS’ are ‘DIZZLE’, ‘GOOD
TIMES’, ‘TATTOOS’, and ‘Mama I
Can't Breathe’. Each of them is
filled with unique elements of hip-
hop music. And for that reason,
listeners are also liking to hear his
creation. His wide array of
presentations is helping him to
grow more and gather maximum
listeners in the shortest time span.
All these songs are available on
YouTube. Therefore, listeners can
follow him on YouTube to hear out
the songs. Along with that, one can
also follow him on Facebook and
Instagram to get further updates on
his upcoming projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Feel the
Authentic
Essence of
Rock & Roll
in
BreakTime’s
Newest
Single
‘Motor City
Mama’
BreakTime is bringing back the
retro rock & roll and combining it
with modern music beats in their
newest single ‘Motor City Mama’.
The track is now out on Spotify.

The incredibly talented and skillful
band, BreakTime is winning hearts
left and right with their newest
single ‘Motor City Mama’.
Musically jolly and cheerful, the
track is an excellent piece of rock
and roll music. Bringing the 60s
retro rock and roll vibe with the 80s
elements, this song is highly
energetic and engaging at the same
time. The band has given a terrific
performance and has done an
outstanding job in presenting such
a fun and enlightening vibe with
the composition.

The international music industry is
one of the biggest entertainment
industries in the world which is

always in need of something
different, something new. Music,
being the oldest and most
common art form, has the most
listeners and people connected to
it. This makes the art form even
more monotonous, which is why,
when people get something
refreshing, they cling to it. This is
exactly what the band is
representing with their newest
musica8l creation as it delivers,
what the industry and the
listeners require, something
invigorating.

The band was founded in 2018, as
a standard-issue jersey cover band
with four of its members. All four
members of the group, Sean on
bass, Thommy on lead guitar,
Doug on rhythm guitar, and Peter
on drums, bring something
unique, something enjoyable to
the table. BreakTime, what once
started as a cover band is now into
its own songwriting collective. As
the number of listeners at their
live show started to increase, the
band started to evolve and found
passion in procuring original
music. The band's listeners, even
though they were primarily into

shoegaze, punk, hard rock, and
country, are now receiving the new
musical creations of the band with
open arms and ears!

The latest music, ‘Motor City Mama’
carries the true essence of rock and
roll music that can instantly
energize the audience with the
intense rock guitar tunes and the
anthemic and distorted tones of the
composition. The pop-rock leaning
composition, using both retro and
modern beats is the champion in
this track. However, the optimistic
style of storytelling through
expressive, heart-felt, and well-
versed lyrics is something that
makes the song even more
memorable. On top of that, the
volume and the repetition of the
hook that echoes through the
audience's minds are perfectly
complemented by the distinctive
vocals in the music. The track is
finally available on Spotify, and
YouTube along with their previous
hits, 'Mastermind', 'Rock N' Roll
Refugee', 'Maybe No, Maybe Yes',
'Tammie', etc. Follow the band on
Facebook, Instagram, and their
website.
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CLEANSED MY LAUGH IS INFORMING PEOPLE
OF THE WORLDWIDE SCAM WITH THEIR

LATEST SINGLE ‘SHA ZHU PAN’
Monotony is one of the most dangerous things when it comes to
art. As music lovers, we all are in search of something fresh,
something unique, something that gives us a different feeling
every time. This is why versatility is so highly rated in artists and
the music that they made. This is also another reason why rock
music has gained this much popularity around the world. Well,
elevating the genre to the next level, the highly skilled band
Cleansed My Laugh is where its latest musical creations are not
only musically enriched but also thought-provoking. The band's

latest single ‘Sha Zhu Pan’ is one such track that
will force people to listen and think deeply
about it.

The incredible and beyond-belief singer and
songwriter Alex Pazsak have created this latest
track to make people aware of the billion-dollar
scam industry in South East Asia, ripping off
and destroying the victims completely.

The artist has been passionate about music
since his childhood where music was not only
his only place to express himself but also a safe
corner. This is what motivated the artist to carry
forward with music as a career choice, as using
this art form, he could perfectly express what he
wants and any message that he wants to put out
to the world.

Hailing from Hernando County, FL, Alex Pazsak
has been writing and recording songs since the
mid-1980s. The artist first started his career as a
drummer which he continued to play in various
groups but as time passed he also took an
interest in other instruments like keyboards,
guitar, bass, and harp.

He then created the band Cleansed My Laugh,
which came from the idea of cleansing the heart
and soul and moving forward in life, despite it
seeming very hard at times. His first album 'Face
It!' which is an 11-track long full-length album,
was released on 14th June. The track has various
other thought-provoking tracks like 'Better
Than This', 'Antidote Blvd', 'Cleansed My Laugh',
'Odin's Smile', etc.

The track, ‘Sha Zhu Pan’ originally means 'Pig
butchering' in Chinese which the artist
incorporated in this song to spread awareness of
the scamming epidemic the world is witnessing
now. Annually this scam claims tens of billions
of dollars, which is why the artist is making his
listeners familiar with the concept and what
harm it may cause. The lyrics are well-versed
which complements the vibrant and rock
musical beats, elevating the song's essence. You
can hear the track on Spotify, SoundCloud, and
Apple Music. For more details, follow the artist
on .
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Chad W. Clifton's New Song 'America Thanks
You' Aims to Honor Those Who Have Sacrificed
Much for Our Freedom 

Chad W. Clifton is a patriot through and through, and he believes in celebrating those who have made America a free
country and a great place to live. He says, “As we celebrate our country's independence this July, I would like to
dedicate the release of this song to those who serve America, fight for our freedom, and sacrifice so much for all of us.
We are so grateful, and America Thanks You!”

This song is made possible through the collaboration of some fantastic musicians. David Lanza, Cody Preston & Whit
Maxey helped bring the track to life with their creativity. Chad was also honored to have Pat Barker, Bill Shivers, and
Corey Pearson add some incredible vocals toward the end of the track. This music is made possible with the support
of Barnes Store in Carrollton, GA.

The inspiring lyric video is out now on YouTube. You can also stream the track wherever music can be found. I greatly
appreciate every person who watches/listens to my music, and I hope it leaves you feeling encouraged wherever you
are.
Go watch the inspiring lyric video  ‘America Thanks You’ by Chad W. Clifton
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Lady Gaga
Debuts the
Footage of
Chromatica
Ball Tour in
New
Awareness
Campaign of
Migraine Drug
The global superstar Lady Gaga has
partnered with Pfizer to raise
awareness about Migraines in a
new ad campaign for the company's
latest drug. The official
announcement came from the
pharmaceutical company itself in
June, Migraine and Headache
Awareness Month. The company
and the pop star's partnership is in
recognition of this year's theme,
"Educate Yourself, Educate Others".
Migraine is an enfeebling
neurological disease that has a
tendency to recur and is often
misunderstood as a type of intense
and extreme headache. However,
the study considers the disease to
be the second-most disabling
condition in the world. The 'Star Is
Born' actress and 13 times Grammy
Winning musician, Gaga was first
diagnosed with migraines when she
was just 14 years old.

The pop star told Pfizer “My
experience with migraines was
debilitating. I would be in bed for
days with tremendous pain in my
head, behind my eyes, and all
throughout my face”. She
continued, “I couldn’t read or have
any lights on, and I needed to be

alone in a quiet room for hours
that could lead to days until the
pain subsided.” In this new ad
campaign, the singer debuts the
professional footage of her latest
Chromatica Ball tour, which
wrapped around in September,
last year. “I know what it's like to
perform through pain,” the
singer/actress seemed
sympathetic in her voice-over
before the advertisement
launched the new drug, Pfizer’s
Nurtec ODT medication.

Gaga has never been a stranger
when it comes to being open and
vulnerable with her fans. Over the
years, the global pop star has been
transparent about her several
health issues and maintained a
clear relationship with her fans. In
2013, she spoke up about the hip
 injury that limited her from

 continuing the ‘Born This Way Ball
tour’.  Last year, Gaga started her
Chromatica Ball Tour and performed
in fully packed stadiums in Europe,
Asia, and North America.
Chromatica was her sixth studio
album which included smash hits
like “Stupid Love” and her Grammy-
winning Hot 100 No. 1 “Rain On Me”
(with Ariana Grande).

Gaga announced her partnership
with Pfizer in an Instagram post
where she wrote, “'Ever since
childhood, I’ve dealt with migraine
pain. When I tried Nurtec® ODT
(rimegepant) 75 mg for the first
time, I’ll never forget wishing I had
found it sooner. That’s why I’m
proud to partner with Nurtec ODT. 
[purple heart emoji] We’re in this
together. If you’re ready to speak to
a doctor, ask about Nurtec ODT
today. #MHAM”
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Taylor Swift
Urges Fans
Not To Troll
Her Ex-
Romance
Amid The Re-
release Of
‘Speak Now’
One of the biggest things that the
pop diva Taylor Swift is known for,
is writing about her personal
experiences. Her fans, the Swifties
are also pretty good about finding
out the people through the
numerous easter eggs Swift gives in
her musical numbers. In 2021, the
‘Shake It Off’ singer decided to re-
record her past albums, including
brand new singles that she titled
‘From The Vault’. After her 2012
smashing album ‘Red', her 2008
album ‘Speak Now’ is all set to be
released. Ahead of its official re-
release, Taylor Swift has urged her
fans to control the online trolling
and bullying of her ex romances.

With previous records of her ex-
partners facing troublesome online
bullying and trolling, Taylor might
have anticipated the outcome for
her famous ex, John Mayor whom
she has written about in 'Speak
Now'. This is why she addressed the
situation on her Eras show on
Saturday night. Before performing
the very famous track for telling
Swift's experience during her and
Mayor's short-lived romance, 'Dear
John', as one of her surprise songs
in the concert she urged her fans
not to "defend" her online. She

stated, "I was hoping to ask you
that as we lead up to this album
coming out, I would love for that
kindness and that gentleness to
extend onto our internet
activities," she told the crowd.
"What I'm trying to say is, I'm
putting this album out because I
want to own my music. That's why
I'm putting out this album." "I'm
33 years old. I don't care about
anything that happened to me
when I was 19, except the songs I
wrote and the memories we made
together," Taylor went on.

She further stated, "I'm not
putting this album out so that you
can go and feel the need to defend
me on the internet against
someone you think I might have
written a song about 14 billion
years ago when I was 19. I do not

 care. We have all grown up. We're
good." This plea, however, sparked a
mixed reaction among her fans
online. Some questioned why she
did not speak out when her re-
release of 'Red' started a massive
hate train against her other famous
ex-boyfriend Jake Gyllenhaal. Others
went on about how she said,
"someone you think I might have
written a song about," as they
pointed out she purposefully makes
it clear who the subject is.
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Rina Sawayama Roars, “I've had enough!” Vocalizing the
Sentiments of Matt Healy's Racism at Her Concert

Rina Sawayama dropped some
exquisite nu-metal bangers and at
her concert, she took the
opportunity to be vocal about her
beef with 1975 frontman Healy. The
emerging alt-pop superstar at her
Glastonbury concert on 24th June
fired up against Healy and said, “I
wrote this next song because I was
sick and tired of micro-aggressions.
So tonight, this song goes out to a
white man who watches Ghetto
Gaggers and mocks Asian people
on a podcast. He also owns my
masters. I’ve had enough.”

The crowd witnessed as the
Japanese-British singer unleashes
her rage while her band started
with the opening notes of Korn’s
classic debut album opener ‘Blind’.
Sawayama words were meant for
the 1975 frontman Matty Healy; he

 has been in the news for being a part of
a show called The Adam Friedland Show
earlier this year. And during this show
his host did derogatory impressions of
various Asian accents. And this time
Healy suggested that he watches the
violent racially-tilted porn site Ghetto
Gaggers. And he also has acknowledged
that the videos of that site strongly
"brutalized" women.

Not just that he also ridiculed Ice Spice,
the renowned rapper, on a recent
podcast hosted by Adam Friedland. They
simply mocked her heritage by calling
her an “Inuit Spice Girl”. And they
continued further and made fun of her
by faking Chinese and Hawaiian accents.
Indicating her parents as her father is
African American and her mother is
Dominican.

Matt Healy andRina Sawayama, both are
signed singers under the same recording

label, Dirty Hit. And the recording
label is run by Jaime Oborne, who is
also the manager of Matt Healy’s
band. Till April 2023, Healy served
as a dictator of Dirty Hit Limited.
And this is why Sawayama claims,
“He also owns my masters”.

She referred that if he mastered her
masters then he would have access
to her copyright to the original
music recordings. And this means
that he can use individual
compositions and lyrics for him as
well. Or they can use these features
in their remixes and recordings for
covers and other releases. It also
has been reported that Matt Healy
was spotted at Glastonbury. But it
is not very clear whether he
attended his labelmate Rina
Sawayama’s concert or not.
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Latto ft.
Cardi B’s
Remix of
‘Put It On
Da Floor
Again’ Sets
Fire to
Music
Scene
After teasing her song in April at
the Coachella, Latto has finally
dropped her brand new single “Put
It on da Floor” featuring none other
than Cardi B. The official music
video is well produced where both
powerful rappers could be seen
engaged in some shenanigans in a
department store. Cardi’s husband
Offset also made a cameo. The MV
has garnered over 4.6 million views
in only three days after it
premiered.

Latto’s last release was in February,
a single named ‘Lottery’ that
enticed the listeners. Following the
release of ‘Put It on da Floor’, this
unwavering female rapper is at the
epitome of everyone's attention.

It does not require to say that Cardi
B has also done a great job in
complementing the track with her
quirky outfit, presence, and bars
that tease the pop culture. She
invoked Britney with her outfit and
bars like “I’m sexy dancin’ in the

house, I feel like Britney Spears.”
While some fans of Spears have
shown their anger with the
reference, most music lovers are
manifesting a collaboration
between Cardi B and Britney
Spears.

This is Cradi’s 2023’s first guest
appearance. Last year she featured
in many tracks such as “No Love
(Extended),” “Shake It,”
“Tomorrow 2,” “Despech Rmx,”
and “The Seaweed Sway.” Her own
project “Hot Shit” was a great
musical treat for her fans as well.
Along with Cardi’s flawless
deliverance, Latto also offered her
lyrical magic that can captivate
every. The bad and bougie energy
along with the clever bars, do not
fail to offer the enticing flavors of
new-age hip-hop music with a bit
of sultry and swanky attitude.
Latto dropped ‘777’ last year
which created a huge buzz in the
hip-hop scene. She got nominated
for Best New Artist and Best
Melodic Rap Performance at the
2023 Grammy Awards.

‘Put It on da Floor’ created a bit of
a stir at the time of its release due
to a line that Coi Leray thought of
as a diss. The

line goes “Smokin’ on that gas, blunt
big as Coi Leray.” However, Latto
released it later that the lyric was
meant lovingly, and Coi accepted
that. Check the latest music video on
YouTube and on other major
platforms. Stay tuned to know more
about Latto’s upcoming musical
projects.
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Kylie
Minogue’s
‘Padam
Padam’
Reaches a
New Peak,
Ignoring
the Radio
Snub
The UK's pop sensation Kylie
Minogue has defied the odds in an
exceptional turn of events and
dominates the chart with her latest
single, 'Padam Padam'. Despite
being snubbed by mainstream radio
such as BBC Radio 1 and Capital
FM, the song has created such a
frenzy in social media, especially
among youths that it impacted its
performance on the charts. All
thanks to its viral success on social
media platforms, the song's
popularity has skyrocketed and
now it is the number one track in
the UK Big Top 40. At the same
time, it has also secured its
position in the 26th spot in the
country's overall official singles
chart. In a video that was posted on
Instagram by the singer, she
seemed to show her gratitude for
the song's huge success. She wrote
in the captions, "WHAT???
LOVERS!!!

‘Padam Padam’ is lauded as Kylie’s

 comeback single which has now
taken the music world of the UK
by storm. It has generated
countless memes and entertaining
dance videos on social media
platforms like TikTok and Twitter.
The song has gotten huge success
both in streaming and charts,
beating the odds. The song was
originally targeted at older
audiences which caused youth-
oriented radio stations to
completely overlook it. However,
when it comes to Minogue’s
infectious talent, none is safe,
which has found a newer
generation of listeners, helping
‘Padam Padam’ to reach
unprecedented heights.

Getting the top spot on UK Big
Top 40 charts and the 26th
position on the country's overall
official singles chart makes
'Padam Padam' the best-selling
song of the entire week. At the
same time, it is also Kylie
Minogue's highest-charting single
since "Into the Blue", released in
2014. The success of the song

is not limited to the country but has
also reached international shores
giving Minogue her first Top 40 hit
in Australia in more than a decade.
This also paved the way for her
comeback to the music industry
after a hiatus of over 20 years.

Expressing her joy and excitement
for the overwhelming response to
the single, the singer took to
Instagram to share a heartfelt post
for the audience. She stated "My
heart is bursting with joy. I just
wanted to say thank you, thank you
so, so much for all the birthday
messages and the Padam reaction
and the love." The track is inspired
by Edith Piaf’s track of the same
name, released in 1951.
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Theremixedversionagainbrokemany
recordsandgarneredover515millionviewson
YouTube.Thetrackrankedno.1onboththe

BillboardGlobalExcl.USchartsandthe

BillboardUSAfrobeatsSongsaswellasno.3
ontheGlobal200chart.MarkingRema'sfirst
top-tenhitandSelenaGomez'sninth,thetrack
alsorankedthirdontheUSBillboardHot100.

Quiteevidently,theoriginalversionandthe
remixedversion,bothdidn'tfailtomake

thelistenersgroove.Featuringthe
breezybeatsofAfro-musicalongwith
catchylyrics,madeofferedthistrackis
aquickentrytoeverylistener'splaylist.

Recently,RemamadeanIndiaTour
whereheperformedhischartbuster
track'BabyCalmDown'andNoora

Fatehijoinedhimonthestage.His
tourinDelhiandMumbaihasbeen

agreatsuccessandtheartist

showedgreatinterestbysaying,"It
feelsamazingtobefinallytouring
thecountry."Talkingabout
collaborationand

Indianmusic,the

artistsaid,"Ibelievethewayforwardin
musiciscross-culturalcollaboration.Ilove

tomergeIndiansoundsanddancewith
Afrobeat."ashewantedtoperformonRRR'S

'NaatuNaatu'.BeinganiconofAfroRave,
Remaisbringinganewcreativewaveinthe
Afro-musicindustrywhichiscaptivatingthe
wholeworld.HewasalsonominatedasBest
ViewersChoice:InternationalActatthe

2020BETAwards.Withaprogressivemusic

careerandmindset,Remaislooking
forwardtobringingmoreamazing
tracksontheplatethatshowcases

hisskillsofrappingandsinging.
SelenaGomezisalsoteasing

herfansthrough
InstagramStories

regardingher
upcomingalbum
"SG3".Fansare

guessingthatthe
musicprojectwill
bereleasedthisvear

andanticipationisquite

high.StayTunedto
knowmore!



Music News

BLACKPINK Breaks the Record for the Most-Followed Female Act on Spotify

Breaking all records once again,
BLACKPINK has become one of the
first female groups to have taken
over the 41-million followers
record on Spotify, thereby making
them the most-followed female
Asian groups in the history of the
platform. The followers of the
group, known as ‘Blinks’, appear to
be over the moon when this feat
was announced, elevating the
group to the same platform as
artists like Taylor Swift, Rihanna,
Adele, Billie Eilish, Ariana Grande,
Selena Gomez, and Neha Kakkar,
who were previously the only
female artists to have garnered this
many followers on Spotify. Some of
their most popular songs streamed
on the platform include hits like
‘How You Like That’, ‘Kill This Love’
and ‘DDU-DU DDU-DU’, among
others.

Fans took to social media to

 congratulate the group on achieving
this milestone, pouring out their
heartfelt wishes and congratulations on
Instagram and Twitter, with comments
like “MY BLACKPINK IS SO BIG AND
POPULAR ?” and “QUEENS FOR A
REASON?”. In the midst of this
celebration, the group is reported to
have set another record for themselves,
having amassed over 10 billion streams
on Spotify, despite the hiatus in their
group music releases, which is a first for
any girl group on the platform. This
stands as proof that the group has not
lost any momentum since its debut in
2016, and is on its way to becoming the
most successful girl group in the history
of K-pop. BLACKPINK, comprising
members: Jisoo, Jennie, Rosé, and Lisa, 
was also the first K-pop group to have
performed at Coachella when they took
the stage in 2019. While they had taken
a break from group releases, the
members Jisoo, Lisa, and Jennie have
made quite a ripple with their solo

 projects. After releasing her solo
album ‘Me’, Jisoo invested in her
acting career with the K-drama
‘Snowdrop’, while Jennie is set to
make her acting debut with ‘The
Idol’, featuring Lily-Rose Depp and
The Weeknd.

Lisa on the other hand broke the
record for the most viewed
YouTube video by a solo artist in 24
hours with ‘LaLisa’ and also
collaborated with Taeyang for his
album ‘Down To Earth’.

The record for the most-followed
female Asian act on Spotify had
been previously held by Neha
Kakkar, until recently when
BLACKPINK surpassed her with
41.33 million followers.

The platform has currently
recorded a total of 480 million
users worldwide, making global
music accessible to all of them.
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MADONNA “ON THE MEND” AFTER BEING
HOSPITALIZED WITH SEVERE BACTERIAL

INFECTION
The music industry received a major blow on 24th June when
American "Queen of Pop", Madonna was found unresponsive prior
to her upcoming tour. The singer was immediately rushed to a
New York City hospital when where she was admitted to the
intensive care unit (ICU). Madonna's manager, Guy Oseary, sent
out an official statement on Instagram, and the post read:
“On Saturday, June 24, Madonna developed a serious bacterial
infection which lead to a several day stay in the ICU.
Her health is improving, however she is still under medical care. A
full recovery is expected.

At this time we will need to pause all commitments, which
includes the tour. We will share more details with you soon as we
have them, including a new start date for the tour and for
rescheduled shows.”

Soon prayers and wishes for a speedy recovery
poured out in the comments section with other
celebrities and followers commenting things
like “We all love you, Madonna — thank you,
Guy. We will hang tight and await good word”
and “I am so shocked and to be honest this hit
hard . I’ve LOVED Madonna since 84, I don’t
care about the tour, my worry is that she gets
well and rests. She’s given us so much already”.
However, some were not above expressing their
criticism with one of them writing, “With all
that plastic and Botox on her no wonder she got
an infection….I love her but she hasn’t been
herself for the last decade! I hope this will be a
lesson for her and she’ll get better! ?

❤

”.

Madonna’s upcoming ‘The Celebration Tour’
was scheduled to kick start on 15th July in
Vancouver, Canada, and then move to the
United States with two dates in Seattle, starting
on July 18. 

The international leg of the Tour was to move to
Europe, ending in Amsterdam in December. The
announcement of a new start date is still
awaited. The Celebration Tour was announced
by ‘The Material Girl’ singer to commemorate
the 40th anniversary of her career in the music
industry. Stated to be a “one-of-a-kind
experience”, the Tour is also set to showcase
American drag queen, comedian, actor, activist,
musician, and reality television personality Bob
the Drag Queen, real name Caldwell Tidicue,
across all dates.

In a recent report, the singer’s best friend and
‘Goodfellas’ actress Debi Mazar has insisted that
the actress is “on the mend”. On 29th July, she
posted a picture of herself with Madonna from
the 80s with the caption: “Get well Sis! Rest,
Restore, Reboot! Strongest gal I know… .” and
called Madonna a “Warrior” and a “Lioness”.
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Radio Ad
Volume Has
Increased
By 20% in
January-
March
2023
Compared
To 2021
According to a recent report of TAM
AdEx, radio ad volumes increased
by 20% during January-March 2023
compared to January-March 2021.
But is almost similar compared to
the ad volumes of 2022. In January-
March 2023, various advertising
sectors were in the top position
with 32% of ad volume. Where on
the other hand, the
banking/finance/investment
sectors were with 13% share.
[epic_ad id='42417']
It is coming to know that, all the
top three sectors accounted for 55%
of ad volumes. In 2023 in the top
ten categories, the top three
sectors are radio advertising,
properties/real estates,
hospitals/clinics & cars. Apart from
that, in the retail sector, the top
three categories are the banking,
finance, and investment sector.
These top ten categories are
contributing 18% of the share in
the ad volumes on the radio. There
are 3000 advertisers and 3900

 brands have approached radio in
January-March 2023. In the top 10
advertisers list HDFC Ergo
General Insurance Company,
Vishnu Packaging, Indian Oil
Corporation, and Nissan Motor
Corporation are the new
companies. According to the
report, it is coming to know that
companies are really getting
positive growths through these
increasing ad volumes. More than
180 categories have confirmed the
growth of its company.

Along with that, the category of
real estate and properties has
come in the top position with the
47% growth. From the increasing
ad volumes, companies really
getting very much benefitted on a
large scale. This way, they are
getting the opportunity to
promote their work. And that is
leading to greater success for the
organizations.

From the renowned advertisers
and brands, in January-March
2023 Kedia Homes has become
one of the leading advertiser
companies in the list. Along with

 that Kedia Sezasthan has also
topped the list. Nearly 3k+
advertisers and 3.9k+ brands were
brilliantly promoted during the time
of January-March 2023. In this
scenario, another thing is comingto
know that, the ad commercials with
20-40 seconds are much more
preferred for advertising in radio in
January-March 2023, which is same
as the 2022. Therefore, for all these
things the radio ad volume has
increased by 20% in this time of
period.
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Great Van
Fleet
Dropped Its
Latest
Single ‘The
Falling Sky’
Great Van Fleet is making their
comeback with their latest single
‘The Falling Sky’. It is the new
single from their upcoming album,
named ‘Starcatcher’. The album is
going to be released on the 21st of
July. Before this track, they have
dropped several tracks like
‘Farewell For Now’, ‘Sacred The
Thread’, and ‘Meeting The Master’.
The new track ‘The Falling Sky’ is
creating a sensation among all of
their fans.

While talking about the song, the
band member Jake Kizska said ‘An
unwavering warrior carrying on the
endless, eternal, and impossible
battle for salvation; these were the
elements of symbolism associated
with this particular track’. He has
also added ‘In essence our fate is
sealed, alike the stars that fall from
the almighty heavens to the earth.
This philosophy is carried through
in the story of a bluesman, at the
crossroads of the universe’.

 This album has been recorded in
the RCA Studios in Nashville.
Artists of this band have said that
with this album, they are trying to
explore ‘the duality of fantasy
versus reality and the contrast
between light and darkness’. Along
with that, they have also stated ‘We

 had this idea that we wanted to
tell these stories to build a
universe…We wanted to introduce
characters and motifs and these
ideas that would come about here
and there throughout our careers
through this world’.

The bassist of the band, Sam
Kizska has made his statement by
saying ‘When I imagine the world
of Starcatcher, I think of the
cosmos, It makes me ask a lot of
questions, like ‘Where did we
come from?’ or ‘What are we
doing here?’ But it’s also
questions like, ‘What is this
consciousness that we have, and
where did it come from?’.

On that, Jake has also said ‘We
didn’t really have to force or be
intense about writing, because
everything that happened was
very instinctual. If anything, the
record is our perspective, and
sums up where we are as a group
and individually as musicians’.

The band has also shared the list
of songs from this album. 

The tracks of this album are-

Fate Of The Faithful
Waited All Your Life
The Falling Sky
Sacred The Thread
Runway Blues
The Indigo Streak
Frozen Light
The Archer
Meeting The Master
Farewell For No

After releasing the album, the band
will start its Starcatcher world tour
on the 24th of July, which is making
the release even more special for its
listeners.
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Olivia Rodrigo Is Coming Up With Her Latest Album ‘Guts’
Get ready for Olivia Rodrigo’s latest
album ‘Guts’ as the singer has
confirmed the album will be
released on 8th September. The
artist has officially announced the
date of the release. Before
announcing the news, she dropped
a few teasers of her latest creations.
For that reason, her fans were
already assuming that she is
definitely dropping some news.
And finally, on 26th June, she
confirmed the release of her second
album ‘Guts’.

This artist has said ‘My sophomore
album GUTS comes out September
8th…I am so proud of this record
and I can’t wait to share it with you
all! U can presave it now!
xoxoxoxo’. Rodrigo is a young
artist, who got huge recognition for
her very first creations. She had
quite a successful beginning in her

career and reached out to global
listeners with her soundtracks. She is
always trying new things when it comes
to anysong. Later she said ‘It’s definitely
a different experience writing a second
album after having a debut that was so
well received’.

Along with this, the artist has also
added ‘I still write so much of my music
in my bedroom though, and I don’t
think that experience will ever change.
Writing songs will hopefully always be
an outlet for me to process my feelings
before anything else’. While talking
about the album, she has made a
statement by saying ‘For me, this album
is about growing pains and trying to
figure out who I am at this point in my
life’.

She has also added ‘I feel like I grew 10
years between the ages of 18 and 20—it
was such an intense period of

awkwardness and change. I think
that’s all just a natural part of
growth, and hopefully the album
reflects that’. In this new album,
Rodrigo has confirmed that the first
song of this album would be
‘Vampire’. From the promo art of
this track, her fans are assuming
that the song would be a slow
piano-centric ballad and definitely
not pop-punk. Her listeners are
eagerly waiting for the album to
release and it is creating a buzz
among everyone from the very first
moment of the announcement.
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Offset
Seem To Be
Doubting
Cardi B But
She
Responded
Quite
Swiftly
Offset apparently claimed that
Cardi B cheated on him and shared
a story on social media that
brought fire on the internet. The
screenshots of the post were
quickly circulated on Twitter in
what seemed to be like an
Instagram story from Offset’s
profile that reads, "My wife fucked a
ni**a on me." He also mentioned,
‘gang yall ni**** know how I come”.

It is unfortunate for Cardi as
recently tweeted as a ‘Proud’
partner of Offset for his
contributions with Quavo for
Takeoff at the BET Awards. She also
took a moment to utilize Twitter's
live audio function where she sang
the song "I Should Have Cheated"
by Keyshia Cole.

The lyric of the track goes like
‘"First of all let me say / You can't
accuse me of all the things / You
know that you are guilty of / And I
see that it is easy for you to blame
everything on me." It pretty much
seems like a response to Offset’s
claims. However, she was not afraid

 to voice her thoughts on the
matter and so she responded to
her fans, “Don’t pay attention to
that country man, y’all.”

She further added, “That Spaces
the other day? That
motherf******* spiralling and
thinking s***. Come on, now. I’m
f*****' Cardi B. ... I think
sometimes motherf******* forget,
I'm Cardi B."

The rapper further mentioned the
industry and said, "If I was giving
this p**** to anybody, it would be
out. I’m not just anybody. I can’t
f*** me no regular degular
shmegular because they gon' tell
the world. I can’t f*** nobody in
the industry 'cause they gonna tell
too."

Referring to Offset further, Cardi
said, "So please, boy, stop acting
stupid. Stop acting stupid. Going
crazy over a f***ing Space, don't
play with me. The f***? Stop
playing. That's all I'mma
motherf****** say, because for
real, let's be serious."

The Space Cardi is talking about is
perhaps the one that came up this
weekend where Cardi shared that if
she ever gets divorced from Offset,
she will be releasing a handful of hit
projects while upgrading her life
with someone. It does not require to
say that Offset who has been
married to Cardi since 2017 has been
at the center of attention for his
cheating stories which made Cardi
briefly file a report in 2020.

However, she stayed and said to
Vogue in 2019, “When me and my
husband got into our issues — you
know, he cheated and everything —
and I decided to stay with him and
work together with him, a lot of
people were so mad at me.”
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GWEN STEFANI’S LATEST ROMANTIC POP
BOP NUMBER ‘TRUE BABE’ WILL MAKE YOU

BLUSH
After her last release, Gwen Stefani has returned with a greatly
arranged romantic pop number ‘True Babe’. This is her first
release after her 2021 release ‘Slow Clap’ featuring Saweetie. For
this track, Stefani has teamed up with Swedish production duo
Jack & Coke, and for the tunes for this song she has worked with
Los Angeles-based rock songwriter and producer KThrash. The
narrative of the song is extremely simple, which is finding comfort
in a romantic partner and being willing to spend every minute in
their company.

The lines of the song go like this, “I want to fly to your
shows/Want to wake up in your clothes/Come get you tipsy at
6:30/Want to take tonight slow,” and as sings beautifully these
lines the chorus singers follows her and sings, “‘Cause it’s true
babe, true babe/I’m sleeping better next to you babe, you babe.”
And this entire became one of the catchiest portions of the song.

According to reliable and relatable conjectures these swoon-
worthy lines are might for her beloved hubby and former Voice
coach Blake Shelton. Recently, Gwen Stefani also announced that
will be returning to The Voice for its 24th season, alongside

coaches Reba McEntire, Niall Horan, and John
Legend. Every Voice fans are really excited to
see her back on that show. The small teaser has
already disclosed the fact that ‘The No Doubt
Legend’ is coming back for this season as well.

This year, Father’s Day landed on the birthday
of Stefani’s husband Blake Shelton. And on June
20th she teased about this latest track. And this
is why all the speculations were taking place, as
2023 has been the year when wives and ex-wives
have a lot to say to their respective partners
through music. And Stefani’s ‘True Babe’ is like
a breath of fresh air that will cause your partner
to blush.

Stefani’s appearance with the Black Keys and
the Black Crowes at the Beach Life Festival in
Redondo Beach, California, had headlined last
month. This summer she is playing a string of
European festivals including UK events as well.
She will wrap the string of shows with an
appearance at BST Hyde Park Festival in London
with P!nk.
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FIND OUT TOP 10 RICHEST AND MOST
FAMOUS ARTISTS OF LIBERIA

Liberia has given a lot of artists who have contributed a major part
to the music industry. Several of them hold a significant position
in the industry by creating a wide array of music. Their creations
are very much different from artists from all around the world.
This part of the world is enriched with a unique essence that they
have showcased in their music. That is why, they have gotten a
huge amount of appreciation from worldwide audiences. And that
is why, many of them are very much successful and also have a
large amount of net worth. Let’s find out the 10 richest Liberian
musicians-

10. Mc Caro: Liberian artist Marcolino Goncalves aka Mc Caro is
an artist with a net worth of $150,600. He has gotten a lot of fame
and recognition by creating songs that are from the genres like
R&B, Afrobeat, and hip-hop. His fascinating creations have
assisted him to become one of the most successful artists in the
music world. He has created a solid fanbase with his attractive
music. Along with that, he has also done various investments in
the fashion industry and created his own clothing line. In addition
to that, he is an artist who has taken an effective initiative to
make development in the youth community.

9. K Panto: Karishma Pelham-Raad, also known as K Panto is a
talented artist who has amazed everyone with his innovative
pieces of music. He is an artist whose net worth is $155,875, which
makes him one of the richest artists in the country. Along with
being a musician, he is also into the fashion and entertainment
business. With these different ventures, he is trying to show his
talent and present it to worldwide audiences.

8. J Zyno: James Kamara, widely known as J Zyno another famous
and richest artist in the Liberian industry. He is a successful artist
with a net worth of $201,550. People like his creation for its
refreshing and energetic essence, which can’t be seen in most of
the artists’ creations. It is his diverse way of presentation that is

helping him to captivate worldwide audiences.
He has become one of the richest artists in
Liberia with his creative and charming music.

7. Kizzy W: Another richest Liberian artist is
Kizzy W who is not only famous nationwide but
internationally too. His net worth is $402,800
which has made him the richest artist in the
country. His exceptional creation has helped
him to create an identity among all his fellow
musicians. Kizzy has gotten many awards and
recognition for his brilliant creations. This
talented artist is making a huge change in the
Liberian music business by making various
kinds of songs.

6. Nuchie Meek: Nuchie Meek is a profound
artist of Liberia whose net worth is $250,600.
This talented artist has shown his talent by
creating outstanding music that is enriched
with captivating lyrics and music. He has all the
attention of listeners by offering unique kinds
of music. This particular trait has helped him to
get recognition from everyone and get
established in the industry in a short time span.
Along with being a musician, he is also an
entrepreneur which is making a huge impact on
his net worth.

5. Jardo: Jardo, the young talented Liberian
artist has also made it to the list of richest
musicians in the country. With his powerful
vocals and brilliant way of deliverance, this
artist has gotten global recognition. Jardo’s net
worth is $156,700, and an immensely successful
artist in the country. He has given a wide array
of single songs and accumulated many listeners
from all around the world. This artist has gotten
so much attention from everyone because there
is diversity in his creation. And that is what
loved by all the listeners. He is an artist who
likes to make music in hip-hop, R&B, and
Afrobeat. Thus, listeners get to listen to a wide
array of music in his work.

4. Kobazzie: Born and raised in Liberia, the
proficient artist Kobazzie had a successful
career in the music business. He is a famous
international artist with a net worth of
$910,950. This artist has established himself in
the industry with hard work and pure talent.
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The charming pieces of music and well-versed lyricism have added a whole different flavor to his work. Along with
the music, it is his live performances that his fans appreciate more. The energetic performances have churned out the
true flavor of his creation. In most cases, his songs are a blend of traditional Liberian music, Afrobeat, and dancehall.
His songs truly signify authentic Liberian music.

3. Claroboi C.I.C: Claroboi C.I.C is a musician whose net worth is $1,030,000. He is a successful Liberian artist who is
a significant part of the industry. He has won a huge number of audience with his variant kind of music. He is an
artist who has tried his hands on dancehall, hip-hop, and Afrobeat. His stimulating lyrics and melodious music have
added a unique essence to his creation and that is what has been loved by the listeners. With his creative charm, this
artist has gained many listeners and become one of the richest musicians in the Liberian music industry. Apart from
making music, he is also an entrepreneur who owns a recording label and a clothing line. He also tries to make a
change in society with his brilliant movements.

2. Teddy Ride: Teddy Ride is another artist who has made it to the top richest artists in the industry. He is one of the
richest artists with a net worth of $2,040,000. He prefers to work with Afrobeat, reggae, and hip-hop. With such a
variety of music, he has garnered many listeners and become one of the most famous artists in the music business in
Liberia. Along with that, her intriguing lyricism has assisted him to showcase his talent. Apart from being a musician,
he also owns a recording label. He is also inclined to do things that can make a change in community development,
healthcare, and education.

1. Julie Endie: Julie Endie is one of the best and richest musicians in Liberia. This born-and-raised artist of Liberia’s
net worth is $5,000,000. Her brilliant musical representation has always helped her to captivate the hearts of the
listeners. It can be said that she has established herself by showing her own caliber. In her music career, she has
shown her creative talent and given a wide array of soundscapes. Most of her songs are based on love, unity, and
social issues. With such innovative approaches, she has touched every soul of the listeners. Along with being an
artist, she has also invested in real estate businesses. As the richest Liberian artist, she has taken the initiative in
philanthropy, education, healthcare, and supporting young artists in the country. This way, she has become one of
the most prolific artists in the industry.
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TOP 8 NIGHT CLUBS AROUND THE GLOBE
WITH BEST CLUB DJS

You know you like it when the DJ puts another powerful track on
the spin but what makes you like it even more is the vibe and the
ambiance. Due to the trance-like atmosphere where everyone can
give in with or without intoxication, people around the world are
always in search of the best Night Clubs around where they can
hit the dance floor. And when it offers live performances from the
best DJs in the house; people seem to lose their horses. If you are
one of them, here is a list of top DJ clubs in the world that lift your
mood and energy while offering a fun night out.

8. Versuz

This Belgian Night Club is as famous as the Belgian chocolate that
everyone loves. Considered the most impressive and energized
club, it consists of technological delights as well as flourishing
architecture that can accommodate up to 3,000 people with
advanced techs like hydraulic furnishing and modular rooms that
can quickly turn into a big space.

Location - Hasselt, Belgium

7.  Gianpula Main Room

This nightclub is marked as the best around the globe and ranks
30th on the list. But more than its rank, the club is desired for its
amazing location and atmosphere. Hailing from the islands of
Maltes, this club was started back in the 1990s and since then, it
has been actively entertaining the music lover and clubgoers
around the world. Though people like hit the floor mainly in
Summer, the club is heated and covered by a large tent to make it
weatherproof in the winter.

Location - Żebbuġ, Malta

6. Audiodrome

A lot of club hoppers might have already heard
the name of this club that was taken over by
Movement Entertainment in 2015. This club has
become an epitome of cultural entertainment
where all kinds of events can take place starting
from, instrumental concerts to electronic DJ
sets. The club is located in a former factory in
Moncalierie which ranks as the 20th-best club
in the world.

Location - Moncalieri, Italy

5. Bootshaus

This is Germany’s best nightclub that has
ranked at the eighth spot on the list of the
world’s best clubs. The club is well known for its
extravagant light shows and wacky theme
parties along with the compositions of world-
class DJs will surely make you hit the dance
floor. German is already famous for its high-
octane electronic parties and this club can offer
you that. The club features a wide range of
genres such as EDM, Dubstep, Hardstyle,
Trance, Drum, Bass and the list goes on!

Location - Auenweg 173, 51063 Köln,
Germany

4. Green Valley

It might sound like a bed of a mountain but it is
actually a famous nightclub in Brazil. It first
started with a large tent-based party on a
jungle-based airfield back in 2007. It is now
considered “a festival-sized jungle club,” which
is incorporating Brazilian rain forest into its
operation. The club also won the No. 3 spot on
DJ Mag’s list of the top three nightclubs in the
world in 2012. Later on, the club has been
considered the best nightclub by the magazine 5
consecutive times. Visit and find out whether it
is worth the hype!

Location - Camboriú, Brazil

3. Avant Gardner

Just like the name suggests, this is more of a
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contemporary nightclub that thrives to offer a powerful combination of music, celebration, and culture. It is an
award-winning venue of New York City entertainment, well known for its massive structure and supporting all kinds
of events. Located in Williamsburg, Brooklyn; the celebrates the cultures of all kinds of communities based on its
diverse calendar of the year.

Location - 140 STEWART AVE, BROOKLYN, NY 11237

2. Echostage

This is a hybrid nightclub that was established back in 2012. Being a perfect blend of a concert hall and a nightclub,
this hybrid platform is globally famous. Handled by Panorama Productions, it is the largest nightlife concert venue in
Washington that comes with a capacity of 3000 guests. Not only electronica and DJs but music lovers can enjoy also
enjoy performances by bands and other musical individuals.

Location - 2135 Queens Chapel Rd. NE, Washington, DC 20018

1. Space Club

It is one the most happening and awarded nightclubs around the globe that is well-revered for its history in global
electronic music. This club has a total of 5 different rooms and you will find people raving in each of them as they
provide the best sound system in the world, according to IDMA. The high-class services of Space Club are perfect for
every event, whether it is clubbing with friends or a day-to-day party. Featuring national and international DJs; this
is the best Go-to spot for every club hopper. It is also known as “the Mecca of electronic music”.

Location - Playa d'en Bossa, Ibiza, Spain

Other than these, there are many other nightclubs around the world that can make groove! However, if you are
planning to visit them; start with the aforementioned ones.
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Doja Cat
Announces
New
Scarlet Tour
And She Is
Bringing Ice
Spice This
Time

On June 23rd, Friday the Grammy-
winning artist Doja Cat shared an
update on social media that she
will be headlining The Scarlet Tour.
The tour will be in conjunction
with Live Nation and will start this
fall. The Scarlet tour will also be
the "Attention" singer's first North
American arena tour. This 24-date
tour will kick off on Halloween, Oct.
31, at San Francisco's Chase Center
and then will take off to major U.S
cities before finally wrapping up on
31st December at Chicago's United
Center. But that is not all, the
singer will also bring Ice Spice and
Doechii along as her female
femcees. In this tour, Doja Cat will
make a total of 24 stops in major
North American cities like Las
Vegas, Houston, Dallas, Denver,
Miami, New York, Boston, Detroit,
etc.

The Scarlet Tour will have advance
registration that will make sure the
maximum number of tickets will go
directly to the hands of fans, as

 they will filter out bots and
scalpers from the process of ticket
purchasing. Fans can start
registering now and once the
registration process is over, the
fans will be randomly selected for
a code that will give them access
to the pre-sale that will start on
Wednesday, June 28. On this pre-
sale, a limited number of tickets
are available, as the general on-
sale for the Scarlet Tour tickets
will kick off June 30 at 10 a.m.
local time. This tour will also have
a variety of VIP packages and
experiences for fans. These
packages are anticipated to
include premium tickets, a photo
opportunity with Doja Cat herself
in front of the stage, pre-show VIP
Lounge access, gift items, and
more.

In her career, Doja Cat has toured
once as a headliner, that too for a
short-run "Amala Tour" back in
2019. During this tour, the team
had planned to go to North
America to support her then
upcoming 'Hot Pink' album in
2020, however, that got delayed
due to the pandemic. Then she
was also scheduled to open for the

 Weeknd's "After Hours Til Dawn"
tour last year, which also could not
happen for her. The 'Woman' singer
canceled the tour as she had to go
for emergency tonsil surgery.

This tour will be different for her as
a music artist and also for her fans
as she is entering her new era, a
whole new and a bit dark aesthetic,
led by her newest single ‘Attention’.
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JENNIE IS GETTING MUCH CRITICISM FOR
HER BOLD DIALOGUES IN ‘THE IDOL’

The BLACKPINK famous singer Jennie has recently made her
debut in the HBO series ‘The Idol’. But surprisingly Jennie is
getting a lot of hate comments and criticism. Regarding the K-pop
artist’s role, a huge controversy is happening. In the series, she is
playing the role of a dancer whose name is Dyanne. She is a friend
of the protagonist Jocelyn, which has been played by Lily-Rose
Depp.

In this series, in the very first episode, there is a bit of portion
where Jennie has shown some sensual dance moves. And people
are liking it and showing their negative responses. Audiences are
not clearly approving what the BLACKPINK artist is trying to
showcase in the show.

The first two episodes of it were premiered at the Cannes Film
Festival. And from that very first moment, Jennie is receiving all
the criticisms. Comments and responses are flooding all over
Twitter, which is quite shocking because BLACKPINK is a much-
loved K-Pop group. And over the years they have attracted
audiences with their talent.

It is not only about the first episode but the second episode was
also quite disappointing for the viewers. Jennie was in a scene

 with the singer The Weeknd who is playing the
character named Tedros, where she asked him if
‘Jocelyn was better in bed than her’. Actually,
there are some uncomfortable scenes and
dialogues, which people are not liking at all.

From all these criticism, it is coming to know
that she has done a great job with the character
given to her but it is the script, which has
dissatisfied the audiences. While many people
are criticizing Jennie for her character there are
also many people who are accepting this new
thing that she has tried in her career. A Twitter
user has said ‘korean movies/dramas got actual
s*x scenes while jennie did a s**y dance…so
what’s the issue’.

Another person has said ‘although very
pathetic, it’s lowkey so sad that y’all still gasp
and jump in shock when y’all see idols have
physical touch with non group members lmaooo
Jennie rly a once in a lifetime idol fr, just setting
new standards in everything’. Along with that,
the third user has said ‘The jennie clip not even
being remotely provocative and kpop stans are
losing their minds…how old are you lot cause
she’s literally just dancing’.
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PHARRELL SAYS KANYE WEST IS THE
TRUEST “LOUIS VUITTON DON” AND SHOULD

REMAIN THIS WAY ONLY
On 20th June, Tuesday, Swizz Beatz released a video on video on
Instagram where he was along with the forever young and vibrant
music artist Pharrell to congratulate P on his inaugural Louis
Vuitton collection. In the video, Pharrell was seen sharing that
Kanye West is the forever “Louis Vuitton Don”. In the video
footage, it was seen that Swizz attempting to crown the 50-year-
old with the title of “Louis Vuitton Don” but P interrupted by
claiming Ye is and always should be crowned with this title.

He said, “Ladies and gentlemen, this is my brother, Pharrell,”
Swizz Beatz said, “The Don. The Louis Vuitton Don.” Skateboard P
cut the producer off, saying, “Nah nah nah nah. [I’m the] Pupil
King, I’m a student. Louis Vuitton Don is the one, great Kanye
West. Period. That’s the Louis Vuitton Don. I’m the Pupil King, I’m
forever the student.” 

After his vivid clarification, he said, “I’m
electrified with gratitude,” adding more, “My
appointment in this position is a tribute to our
brother Virgil. God is the greatest.” He said this
to update his audience on the fact that he is in
an ecstatic state of mind as he has made his
debut with his collection with a huge fashion
house like Louis Vuitton.

Kanye West historically referred to himself as
LV’s Don, and not just that he also has made a
rap mentioning this. The famous rap is heard by
everyone which is ‘Last Call’ from his ‘The
College Dropout’. In this track, we can hear him
telling his story and how he has emerged as an
aspiring music producer to a rapper signed by
Roc-A-Fella Records. And in between these lines
he rapped, “I use it as my gas, so they say that
I’m gassed,” he begins on the classic track. “But
without it, I’d be last, so I ought to laugh/So I
don’t listen to the suits behind the desk no
more/You ni**as wear suits ’cause you can’t
dress no more/You can’t say sh*t to Kanye West
no more/I rocked 20,000 people, I was just on
tour, ni**a/I’m Kan, the ‘Louis Vuitton
Don’/Bought my mom a purse, now she ‘Louis
Vuitton Mom.'” He humorously rhymed the
word “Don” with “Mom”.

Pharrell’s fresh Louis Vuitton SS24 collection
showed off new designs and pieces in his
inaugural year, at a star-studded event.
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DRAMA UNFURLS AS TAYLOR SWIFT AND
BEYONCÉ CARRY ON WITH THEIR

RESPECTIVE TOURS
With the world seeing one of the greatest moments in the world
of music as both Taylor Swift and Beyoncé tour around in style,
setting the stage on fire at numerous stadiums and concert
venues, it is only natural that the two would be stacked up against
one another. From their music to followers to their recent life
events- everything would be held up for scrutiny by the fans and
that is exactly what has been happening, especially now that the
two have ventured into the international legs of their tours.

Taylor Swift was the first one of the two who took to social media
in October to announce her Eras Tour after a hiatus of five years.
The announcement revealed the tour to be her biggest,
comprising 52 shows, and selling millions of tickets, the number
of which stands at 2.4 million according to the last reports. In
February, Queen Bey herself announced her 57-show Renaissance
tour that is scheduled to take place in 40 cities after a hiatus of 7
years, starting from Europe in May.

Being two of the greatest Titans in the music industry, both
Beyonce and Swift stand tall on the strength of their immense
fanbase who leave no stone unturned in showing their admiration
and love for their idols. From purchasing re-recorded catalogs to
crashing giants like TicketMaster, they have received both positive
responses and criticisms from others. Fans of both singers were
seen flying in from other countries, spending thousands of dollars
to see them perform.

While Taylor has been dishing out one magical performance after
another, her personal life has also seen some unexpected
development. After having been together for

almost 6 years, Swift parted ways with Joe
Alwyn, the announcement for which came in
April. She had since been seen dating Matty
Healy briefly until news about their split
appeared. There had been some serious drama
at her concert as well when Taylor told a
security guard off for manhandling a group of
fans during her performance of the song “Bad
Blood”. While most applauded this move from
Taylor, others accused her of high-handedness,
given the security guard was only keeping her
interests in mind.

A similar incident took place during Beyoncé’s
concert when Selena Gomez was seen “yelling”
at a security guard for his behavior towards her
fans. Meanwhile, Queen Bey herself came under
fire for leaving out songs from her album
dedicated to the LGBTQ+ community in Dubai,
where homosexuality is illegal, and for
accepting the $24 million dollars deal in the
country, with fans putting up posts like: “the
music may be fire, but beyonce is still a
billionaire, black capitalist. she does not care
about the liberation of black people. or queer
people. or anyone for that matter.”
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SHAWN MENDES MAKES SURPRISE
APPEARANCE AT ED SHEERAN'S TORONTO

SHOW
Shawn Mendes appears to be coming out of his live show hiatus as
he joins Ed Sheeran on stage in Toronto, performing duets on
"Lego House" and “There's Nothing Holdin' Me Back”.

As Ed Sheeran’s +–=÷x Tour reached Toronto on Saturday, fans
were in for a treat as the native pop star of the city Shawn Mendes
made a surprise appearance with his guitar. It appears that
Mendes, who had pulled almost a year-long hiatus on his live
shows in July 2022 on account of his mental health and post-
pandemic anxiety, is ready to dip his feet into performing on stage
once again. Fans of the “Stritches” star were delighted when
Mendes appeared on stage to join Ed for a duet on his track "Lego
House".

The duo then went on to sing Mendes’ “There's Nothing Holdin'
Me Back”, rocking the stage and sharing a delightful musical
camaraderie. Fans had been rooting for such a comeback from the
artist since he took to Instagram to elaborate on his decision to
cease live shows for a while: "The reality is I was not at all ready
for how difficult touring would be after this time away. After
speaking more with my team and working with an incredible
group of health professionals, it has become more clear that I
need to take the time I've never taken personally, to ground
myself and come back stronger."
Mendes’ cameo in Ed Sheeran’s tour came after his new single
"What The Hell Are We Dying For" was released earlier in the
month, and the artist took to social media to make the

announcement with the caption: “WHAT THE
HELL ARE WE DYING FOR? OUT NOW
Started writing this song yesterday morning
with my friends in upstate Newyork & finished
it only a few hours ago..felt so important to me
to share with you guys in real time 

♥ ♥

”.

However, the singer soon came under fire over
the cover art of the album, where he used an
image of New York City being covered in smog
from the Canadian wildfires, which a lot of
people claimed to be ‘insensitive’ and accused
him of using an environmental crisis for his
benefit. After the release of the single, Shawn
opened up about his struggle of trying to create
new music for a year and a half and said that it
was the environmental crisis that inspired him
to release the song in the first place, stating: “I
think it was a good thing for me to do for
myself. I had to dive into the deep end.
Otherwise, I would’ve sat there for years
questioning myself.”
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Event News

Here Is the
List Of the
most
prestigious
BET
Winners in
2023
As this year's BET Awards wrapped
up, here is the list of winners of
this most esteemed award
including Latto, Beyoncé, Coco
Jones, and Teyana "Spike Tey"
Taylor.

The 2023 BET awards were handed
out this Sunday night where Latto
accepted her best female hip-hop
artist in person. The BET Awards
recognizes the best performances
across the music industry, TV, film,
and sports the whole year. This
year, the ceremony also celebrated
"50 years of hip-hop" throughout
the entire show.

The evening was aired on BET from
the Microsoft Theater in Los
Angeles. However, on television,
only a fraction of the winners of
the categories were announced
during the broadcast.

The show started with the
performance of The hostless show,
which included Lil Uzi Vert as the
opener along with The Sugarhill
Gang, the Hip-hop pioneers
performing “Rapper’s Delight”. The
performance also included a
heartfelt tribute to the late Biz

Markie, with the hit “Just a
Friend.” Other memorable
moments from the show included
another heartfelt tribute to
another superstar of the Hip-hop
industry, Tupac Shakur and
Takeoff where Takeoff’s tribute
was performed by his Migos
bandmates Quavo and Offset.

Now let’s look into the full list of
2023 BET music awards -

Album of the Year

This category had nominations
like 'Anyways, Life's Great' by
GloRilla, 'Breezy' by Chris Brown,
'God Did' by DJ Khaled, 'Her Loss'
by Drake & 21 Savage, 'Mr. Morale
& The Big Steppers' by Kendrick
Lamar, 'Renaissance' by Beyoncé,
and 'SOS' by SZA. The win was
tied between Beyoncé's
'Renaissance' and SZA's SOS.

Best Female R&B/Pop Artist

In this category, the nominations
were, Ari Lennox, Beyoncé, Coco
Jones, H.E.R., Lizzo, SZA, and
Tems, and the winner was SZA.
Best Male R&B/Pop Artist
The nominations in this category

 were Blxst, Brent Faiyaz, Burna Boy,
Chris Brown, Drake, The Weeknd,
and Usher. There was again a tie
between Chris Brown and Usher.

Best Group

The category had nominations like
City Girls, Drake & 21 Savage, Dvsn,
FLO, Maverick City Music & Kirk
Franklin, Quavo & Takeoff, and
Wanmor. The winning group was
Drake & 21 Savage.

Best Collaboration

The nominations in this category
were "Big Energy (Remix)," Latto &
Mariah Carey feat. DJ Khaled, "Boy's
A Liar Pt. 2," Pinkpantheress & Ice
Spice, "Call Me Every Day," Chris
Brown feat. Wizkid, "Can't Stop
Won't Stop," King Combs feat. Kodak
Black, "Creepin'," Metro Boomin, The
Weeknd & 21 Savage, "F.N.F. (Let's
Go)," Hitkidd & GloRilla, "Tomorrow
2," GloRilla & Cardi B,
and “Wait For U,” Future feat. Drake
& Tems. The winner was “Wait For
U,” by Future feat. Drake & Tems.
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Pre Release

OLIVIA RODRIGO WILL BE RELEASING A NEW
SINGLE ‘VAMPIRE’ ON 30TH JUNE 2023

Get ready to groove with young and beautiful Olivia Rodrigo. She
just teased about her upcoming single ‘Vampire’, released by the
end of this month on 30th June.

Olivia Rodrigo has announced a new song through a social media
post. The artwork of the album looks quite interesting which
showcases her black-and-white photo of her left profile of her face
with two mild mauve band-aids possibly hiding her biting mark,
she wrote “My new song Vampire is out June 30th! You can pre-
save now. So excited for this ahhhhh!!!!!!!”

The song is being produced via Geffen Records and this made her
first original release after she dropped ‘Sour’ in 2021. She made
her debut in 2021 with the worldwide acclaimed album ‘Sour’ in
2021 which has made her climb the stairs of success within a very
short time. From awards to limitless love from her audience, she
was a star overnight. And not as she plans to drop her new release
she has made her listeners anticipate this release too. And with an
enigmatic photo has made a good impression on her followers
already.

As the Déjà vu singer is going to return to her fans with another

single ‘Vampire’, the words of anticipation have
already taken over the internet. A press release
has been issued to elevate the release of this
song, according to the PR, “‘Vampire’ is the
sound of an artist firmly in control, imbued with
a sense of maturity and a bold confidence…
With ‘Vampire,’ she is poised to begin an
exciting new chapter.” Rodrigo wrote it with her
trusted “Sour” collaborator Dan Nigro.

Previously Rodrigo has teased social media
about a new music release with a mirror selfie,
along with the calendar marked on the date
30th June and a heart in the background. “I’m
taking today to reflect on all the amazing things
that have happened since ‘Sour’ and looking
fORward 2 all the things to come,” she shared
this on the anniversary celebration of her debut
album on 21st May 2023.

This solid Easter egg has disclosed the name of
her upcoming album. ‘OR 2’ is the shorthand of
the name of her upcoming album. Along with
this her website page started to count down
30th June.; In one of her earlier posts Rodrigo
wrote, “The new stuff is so so so so so close to
being done I pinky promise,” reassuring on the
quality of her single, which no one actually
doubts even a little.
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Music News

A Concertgoer
Scratched The
Eye Of Ava
Max At The LA
Concert
The US pop artist Ava Max said
from a concert in Los Angeles, an
audience came up to the stage and
slapped her brutally. She said a
concertgoer ‘slapped me so hard’
that it has ‘scratched the inside of
my eye’.

The video clip of this incident is
going viral on the internet. The pop
singer had to face such an incident
at her recent concert. Everyone is
shocked that how anyone can get
up to the stage and do this kind of
thing. The person slapped her in
such a bad way that she couldn’t
open her eye.

Later that, she tweeted, which says
‘He slapped me so hard that he
scratched the inside of my eye. He's
never coming to a show again’.
After this, she also added ‘Thank
you to the fans for being
spectacular tonight in LA though!!’
Ava was performing in The Fonda
Theatre on Tuesday when the
person attacked her.

She was about the end the show
when this happened. But when she
got injured, she immediately left
the stage and after that met with
her fans with sunglasses on.

Recently, Bebe Rexha was also
injured by a concertgoer and it is
really awful how audiences are
getting so near where they can
harm the artists.

A person from Arizona recorded the
whole incident and later said ‘She

was ending the show with her
song The Motto and a fan just ran
and jumped on the left side of the
stage…As he jumped on stage
some of the lights fell to the floor
and he was running for Ava with
his arms wide open like he was
going to hug her’. He also said
‘But the security ran and grabbed
him and as they did she just
happened to turn and his arm was
out and hit her in the face’.

He added more information like
‘Also, they almost canceled the
meet-and-greet because of the

 situation’. But then ‘She had to
wear sunglasses and she was
disoriented and dazed so it was
sad having to talk to her like that’.

Another fan tweeted after the
incident that ‘The security guard

tackled him and literally THREW
him down the stairs. Wild!!! It
happened so fast’. It was quite a
dangerous situation for Ava, which
was later taken care of.
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